
GeoGuard The only VPN and proxy detection 
solution with 99.6% accuracy
Stop geo-fraud by detecting the most advanced location 
spoofing methods.

GeoGuard combats geo-fraud without impacting legitimate users.

Meet rights owner 
requirements to protect 
premium content.

Radically reduce geo-piracy 
and account fraud with 
unrivalled VPN and proxy 
detection.

Eliminate illegal viewing 
to free up infrastructure 
capacity and slash CDN 
costs.

Hollywood Approved Protect streaming 
revenues

Reduce costs

Key Features

Provides a dynamic, continuously 
updated list of IP addresses 
identified as fraudulent.

Leverages GeoGuard’s machine 
learning and human intelligence, 
to predict and counter emerging 
threats.

A customizable, spoof-proof 
geolocation solution that works 
with a wide range of devices and 
user interfaces.

Approved and recommended by 
major rights owners for film, TV 
and live sports.

Detects advanced location 
spoofing techniques such as 
proxy over VPN and residential IP 
hijacking.

Recognizes methods of 
deception used to mask the 
true nature of fraudulent IP 
addresses.

Fraudulent IP
address database

Predict emerging threats Device-agnostic Hollywood approved

Advanced
location spoofing

Real-time 
rules engine
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A multi-layered fraud protection solution against VPNs, proxies, 
peer-to-peer networks and other types of data manipulation.
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SportsPro OTT Award
Best in Anti-Piracy 2021

CSI Awards Winner 2021
Best Content Protection 

Technology

success rate for 
VPN detection

99.6%
requests per month

10 billion+
unique streaming 
users per month

300 million+

GeoGuard makes it simple to stop fraud now.

GeoGuard is available as a locally hosted 
database, a cloud-hosted solution or via an API.

GeoGuard is seamlessly integrated with leading 
content delivery networks (CDNs) including 
Akamai and Amazon CloudFront, enabling you to 
simply “turn on” VPN and proxy detection.

Easy to implement

Seamlessly integrated with leading CDNs

Leading organizations trust GeoGuard to stop 
location fraud.


